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Introduction

Correspondence and notes of former Jefferson City, MO, archivist and amateur Civil War historian including one folder of original Civil War manuscripts and some photographs.

Box List

Box 1

Original manuscripts re: Civil War
Original letters, 1912
Copies of 19th century letters
Original manuscripts re: Civil War
Rock Island Prison photos
Drawings of Fremont
Photos of Bill Anderson
Miscellaneous papers re: Civil War
George Ellis; Sons of Confederate Veterans
Non Civil War materials
Battle of Lexington
Note cards
Notes of I
Index
List of townships in Missouri
Lincoln documents
San Diego in the Civil War
Battle of Athens, Missouri
Civil War in NE Missouri

Box 2

Old Confederate Fort
Civil War miscellaneous
Prisoners of War
Captain Murdoch's narrative: War in S.E. Missouri
Civil War miscellaneous
Chain cable across river at Columbus, Kentucky
River and naval battles in Missouri
Steamboating on the Missouri in the 1860s
Civil War in Missouri
Civil War miscellaneous Diary of Lieutenant C.W. Huff
Civil War in Missouri
Price's Raid
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Civil War miscellaneous

**Box 3**
Concordia, Missouri
Centennial Publications
Battle of Athens
Joe Shelby
Samuel Clemens in the Civil War
Civil War in Missouri
Civil War
Miscellaneous historical materials
Civil War in Missouri
Civil War
Civil War material
Le Gro family in the Civil War
Abolitionists
Civil War in Missouri

**Box 4**
Knipmeyer correspondence
  n.d., 1937-1949
  1950-1952
  1952(2 folders)
  1953-1954
  1955-1956
  1957(2 folders)
  1958(2 folders)
  1959(2 folders)
  1960-1961
  1960
  1961
  1962-1963
  1966, 1968
Neihardt Correspondence
Knipmeyer Correspondence
  1967-1968
  n.d. (4 folders)
Knipmeyer articles
Philosophical extracts
Book Lists

**Box 5**
Civil War in Missouri
Civil War
Civil War in Missouri (2 folders)
Civil War in Missouri (from county histories) (2 folders)
ACCESSION CA2407
KNIPMEYER, GILBERT, PAPERS

Buckley's Journal
Missouri Volunteer Militia of St. Louis
Civil War
A Lady of Arcadia
Civil War Miscellaneous
Civil War in Missouri (2 folders)
Civil War (Confederacy)
Confederacy
Lt. Col. Samuel Cox
Guerillas on the Border
Confederate secret Service
Knipmeyer's manuscript: Cold New Year's (3 folders)
Knipmeyer's notes: Cold New Year's (4 folders)

Box 6
General Fremont (3 pages)
Germans in the Civil War (3 folders)
German Reports on the Civil War in Missouri (3 folders)
Siege of Lexington
Wilson's Creek
Civil War in Missouri
New Madrid Island No. 10
Paw Paw Militia
Slavery Regiments from different states (2 folders)
Lincoln and Missouri
Missouri Regiments
Civil War battles in Missouri (2 folders)
Civil War in Southern Missouri
Miscellaneous
General; Robert E. Lee

Box 7
Iowa Regiments
Confederate Generals in Missouri
Battle of Pea Ridge
Battle of Westport
U.S. Grant
Generals Halleck and Sherman
General Phil Sheridan
Guerrillas in Kentucky and Missouri
Civil War Battles outside Missouri
Battle of Athens
Illinois Regiments
Official Records re: Missouri in the Civil War
Union Generals (3 folders)
Confederate Generals
Loyal Legion Bulletins
Union Generals and Officers (2 folders)
Army Organizations
Mascots of the Civil War & Causes of the Civil War

Box 8
Partisan Rangers
Border War & Miscellaneous Civil War
Stories from the Civil War
"Old Abe" the war eagle Confederate Generals and leaders (2 folders)
Miscellaneous Civil War material
English views of the Civil War
Civil War miscellaneous
Women & nurses in the Civil War; sayings and maxims
Indians; Civil War miscellaneous
Diaries and journals
Sermons, speeches, court martial cases
Various Missouri towns in the Civil War
St. Louis
Individuals in the Civil War
Slavery; Civil War in Missouri
Liberty Arsenal Supreme Court Judges
Civil War miscellaneous
Civil War bibliographies & miscellaneous (3 folders)